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GEFCO SELECT EE137
Internal Electrical Cordseal
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DESCRIPTION

The GEFCO Select #EE137-Series Internal
Cord Seal provides a watertight connection for
underwater electrical cable to enter or leave
submersible junction boxes connected to niche
mounted underwater lights or when used with a
GEFCO Select #EE119-Series Cord Seal Sleeve
Fitting at the end of an electrical conduit.

The GEFCO Select #EE137-Series Cord Seal is
constructed of brass and  fitted with neoprene
glands for tight compression seal around a 16/3
ST electric cord or cable.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 * GEFCO Select #EE137 Cord Seal:
-  machined brass
-  compression type neoprene gland.
-  for cable size specified.
-  U.L. listed. (SST version only).
-  slip washer.
-  3/4" male NPT connection.

OPTION:
- made of SST

REPLACEMENT PARTS

- 1 Gland
-2 Gland Washer
-3 Gland Nut

IMPORTANT NOTE:

Electrical cable must be lubricated with
Vaseline for ease of slipping the cord seal
gland over the cable.

IMPORTANT

The designers, installers and end users utilizing the
electrical equipment described herein assume full
responsibility for the compliance with the N.E.C and it’s
applicable articles, intents and  consequences. Where
the manufacturer  and/or the supplier of the electrical
equipment described herein does not control the
application or usage, he assumes no responsibility
whatsoever for any consequences arising out of the
application, installation and/or usage of this or any other
equipment and/or materials
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IMPORTANT
Dimensions and/or Materials
subject to change without notice
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GLAND

GLAND WASHER

3/4" NPT EXTERIOR
CONDUIT CONNECTION

3/4" NPT HUB
INTO FIXTURE OR
JUNCTION BOX

COMPRESSION NUT

16/3 ST CORD

SCALE: NONE

1/2" NPT INTERIOR
CONDUIT CONNECTION


